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Homogeneous catalysis has emerged as a very important

field thanks to the high selectivities reached nowadays by

these catalysts and to the molecular understanding of the

reactions involved. Heterogeneous catalysis continues to be

of very high industrial importance and will be a major actor

in the energy transition. Present trends in this field concern

the precise monitoring of molecular surface reactivity.

Colloidal catalysis, which remained marginal for a long

time, has gained more and more interest. Thus it concerns

reactions typical of molecular chemistry such as carbon–

carbon or carbon–heteroatom coupling. One major goal in

this field is to reach enantioselectivity comparable to the

molecular systems. However this remains a challenge

although some novel approaches become available, such as

the ones described in this issue. Colloidal catalysis also

allows access to reactions that standard molecular chem-

istry cannot achieve such as arene hydrogenation or

Fischer–Tropsch synthesis and addresses the important

field of energy (Fischer–Tropsch synthesis again and

hydrogen generation). Colloidal catalysis is also part of the

tendency of chemistry to ‘‘go green’’, nanoparticles may be

soluble in water or in ionic liquids which offer the

advantage of resembling supported catalysis while allow-

ing facile heat diffusion.

The synthesis of nanoparticles has progressed tremen-

dously for the past 20 years and now it is possible to pre-

pare controlled species, mono or bimetallic, either with or

without stabilizers at the metallic surface (such as ligands,

salts, polymers, hydrides, CO, and so on), which eventually

may be deposited on a support to give rise to well-defined

heterogeneous catalysts. These species may expose a

defined surface, a controlled chemical order or a number of

ordered surface ligands and have given rise to the concept

of ‘‘Nanocatalysis.’’ Spectroscopic investigations are car-

ried out in order to lead to a molecular description of the

surface reactivity, in particular through the development of

more and more precise NMR methods while the chemical

understanding of surface reactivity today benefits from the

impressive progresses in DFT modeling which can now use

ab initio methods.

This issue of Topics in Catalysis profits from the diverse

approaches described here above to offer a snapshot of the

present tendencies in this important field.
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